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By Valerie Horton
(Released 2/3/2016) - We
are giving library staff a
unique chance to preview
Ebooks Minnesota (Ebooks
MN) before our public
launch on Leap Day 2016.
The system is now available for you to explore.
Ebooks MN is a collection
featuring content from
Minnesota’s independent
publishers. The openingday collection includes
about 2,500 titles, and we
plan to add more soon.
Ebooks from ABDO,
Lerner Publishing Group,
and Cherry Lake Publishing make up a significant
part of the school-age collection. Ebooks MN also
includes scholarly and literary titles from the University of Minnesota Press,
Milkweed Editions, Coffee
House Press, and Arcadia

ALA Joins NFCC to
Serve Military and
Their Families
Through Libraries
Article Submitted by MaryLei Barclay

District Dispatch by Larra
Clark (Released 1/29/2016)
- ALA has joined forces
with the National Foundation for Credit Counseling®
(NFCC®) and local libraries to deliver financial education and resources to

Publishing/The History
Press. These independent
presses publish ebooks on
a wide variety of topics
and genres from sharks to
the black death and from
graphic novels to literary
fiction. Ebooks MN also
includes titles about Minnesota, such as Twins
Baseball and Legendary
Locals of Crookston, that
were published outside
the state. A selection of
popular titles that are in
the public domains, such
as The Origin of Species
and Dracula, rounds out
the collection.

is no limit to the number
that can be checked out at
a time, and readers can
keep them as long as they
wish. As with ELM, there
is no additional cost for
libraries to use the collection. Be sure to watch and
share our introductory
video, and download the
app from iTunes, Google
Play or for you Kindle Fire.
On February 29, we will
add Ebooks MN to ELM
and MNknows. Take the
leap and add this collection
to your website. Instructions for linking are included on our project page.

Minitex will manage access to Ebooks MN using
the familiar IP-range
method we use for ELM.
No digital rights management (DRM) is required.
We have permanent access to these titles, there

Promotional bookmarks
and posters will be available upon request. Ebooks
MN is a 2-year pilot project
of the MN Dept. of Ed,
State Library Service, and
Minitex.

members of the military
and their families across
the country.

the financial lives of service
members, veterans and
their families.

Members of the U.S.
armed forces, Coast
Guard, veterans, and
their families face financial challenges often not
adequately addressed by
resources designed for the
general public. ALA and
NFCC will leverage local
member agencies and
libraries to help improve

Recent preliminary data
from NFCC’s Sharpen Your
financial FocusTM (Sharpen)
program reveals military
families face unique challenges. For example, military Sharpen participants
had higher unsecured debt
balances ($400-$500 more)
than the average Sharpen
participant. Article
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Kids & Teens
Broadcast

Articles Submitted by MaryLei Barclay

Fairy Tales Could Be Older Than
You Ever Imagine—Smithsonian
Magazine by Erin Blakemore
(Released 1/20/2016) - A few hundred
years ago, fairy tale auteurs like the
Brothers Grimm, hans Christian Andersen and Charles Perrault helped
bring magical tales of princesses, evil
ogres, dark forests, weird spells and
thwarted love into storybooks—and
to the bedsides—of children, everywhere. But how old are the tales they
transcribed? A new study suggests
that their origins go all the way back
to prehistory. Article
11-year-old Jersey girl launches
#1000BlackGirlBooks—Philly Voice
by Brandon Baker (Released
1/19/2016) - In the past year, Philadelphia native Marley Dias has successfully written a proposal (a received) a Disney Friends for Change
grant, served food to orphans in
Ghana and recently launched a book
club. Dias is 11 years old.
Dias’ latest action project is the
“#1000BlackGirlBooks” book drive.
Frustrated with many of the books
she’s assigned in school, she confessed to her mother during dinner
one night that she was unhappy with
how monochromatic so many stories
felt… So far, she said, she’s collected
about 400 books—nearly halfway to
her goal of 1,000 by Feb. 1. Article
Develop Vocabulary While Encouraging Debate—Big Deal Media—Word Generation is a supplementary curricular resource developed by the Strategic Education Research Partnership for student in
grades 4 and 5, and middle school.
Word Generation offers a series of
discussable dilemmas designed to
promote students’ academic language
and argumentation skills. It employs
vocabulary learning principles validated by research and includes
weekly topics, each separated into
four strands to connect vocabulary to
their disciplines.

Interact in Human Dramas—Big
Deal Media—Developed at The University of Michigan—Flint and An
Arbor, ImagineNation Matters
“virtual tour” modules are like storybooks come to life, in which upper
elementary students can experience,
for example, the human drama of the
Underground Railroad or life as a
modern Arab American. Each of the
modules is in the form of a story that
involves protagonists of the approximate age of the student participants.
As they turn the pages of their virtual storybook, students are
prompted with questions to consider.
Students’ comments are responded to
by University of Michigan student
mentors, who speak in the voices of
the characters in the stories. These
mentored conversations continue
throughout the tour, offering students a chance to develop writing and
research skills while they experience
important moments in history.
YALSA’s The Hub 2016 Reading
Challenge Begins—YALSA The
Hub (Released 1/25/2016) - It’s time
to kickoff the 2016 Hub reading challenge! This challenge is intended to
encourage librarians, library workers,
and YA lit enthusiast to dive into the
award winner and honor books and
YALSA selected lists with the hope of
providing excellent readers’ advisory
and even discovering a new favorite
title or exploring a genre outside of
your comfort list Eligible books and
Article
A Lost Beatrix Potter to Be Published—LIS News (Released
2/1/2016) - Report from The New
Yorker: Last week, Penguin Random
House announced that it will publish
another “lost” Potter work about a
cat: “The Tale of Kitty-in-Boots,”
which she had begun and abandoned
two years earlier, in 1914. Several
manuscripts of the story were discovered in 2013 in the Potter archive at
the Victoria and Albert Museum by
Jo Hanks, a publisher at Penguin
Random House; the book is being
published this fall to coincide with
the 150th anniversary of Potter’s
birth. Article
New Primary Source Sets for Edu-

cation Published—DPLA by
Franky Abbott (Released 1/20/2016)
- Digital Public Library of America
is very pleased to announce the release of its second group of Primary
Source Sets about topics in US history, literature, and culture, along
with new features for navigating
our growing project. These sets were
developed and reviewed by our Education Advisory Committee for use
by students and teachers in grades
6-12 and higher education. Each set
includes an overview, ten to fifteen
primary sources, links to additional
resources, and a teaching guide.
Article
Where are the diverse children’s
books? MPR News by Tracy Mumford (Released 2/3/2016) (Article
Submitted by Sharon Kangas) - The
lack of diversity in publishing is not
a new issue. The Cooperative Children’s book Center at the University
of Wisconsin—Madison has been
studying it for years. In 2014, of
3,500 children’s books received by
the center, less than 8% were written by authors of color. The trend
extends to the characters in those
books: Only 11% of the books were
about characters of color. The problem is not confined to children’s
books. Bestseller lists for adult fiction and nonfiction remain overwhelmingly white, though there are
exceptions. Article
Promoting Mental Wellness with
YA Literature—YALSA The Hub
(Released 2/2/2016) - There are no
shortages of books for young adults
that tackle mental illness; The Hub
has focused on books for mental
Health Awareness Month and also
written about the trend of suicide
and depression in Young Adult literature in just the last year. But
today for Reality Scoop, we’re focusing on characters in YA novels who
develop coping mechanisms for dealing with depression and anxiety
throughout the course of the story.
Fiction According to National Center for Children in Poverty (NCCP),
about 20% of teens suffer from mental health issues and nearly 30%
have depression before adulthood.
Article
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Thinking Outside
Minnesota
Articles submitted by MaryLei Barclay

Want a Book? Try a Vending Machine from O.C. Libraries—OC
Register by Chris Haire (Released
1/13/2016) - Cheetos and Snickers
don’t have anything on what’s in this
vending machine—if you’re a bookworm, that is. When the Anaheim
Regional Transportation Intermodal
Center opened in December 2014,
Anaheim Public Library officials decided to try an experiment—
operating a machine that dished out
bestsellers to those on the go. Article
S.F. Library Rolls Out Biblio Bistro for Lessons on Cooking—San
Francisco Gate by Lizzie Johnson
(Released 1/22/2016) - Seven years
ago, a tiny garden of mixed greens
and vegetables were planted in the
children’s area at the Mission Branch
Library. But the kids were befuddled
about what to do with the produce.
That’s when program manager Lisa
Hillman realized there was a disconArticle
Submitted
by MaryLei
Barclay
nect
between
healthy
food and
the
ability to cook it, especially for youngsters and families using hot plates in
single room occupancy units. So the
former chef bought a Charlie Cart—a
mobile kitchen equipped with burners, an oven and utensils—and set
out to teach library patrons how to
sauté, sear and score. Article

You need a social
media policy—today

You are not what you read: librarians purge user data to protect privacy—The Guardian by Sam
Thielman (Released 1/13/2016) - Last
week, with little fanfare, the Graduate Center at the City University of
New York did something very private
companies would ever do to protect
by MaryLei Barclay
its users’ privacy:
it quietly began to
purge its interlibrary loan records.

Getting To Know
You

“This policy change is motivated by
the idea that libraries should not
keep more information about their
users’ requests than necessary,”
wrote Beth Posner, head of library
resource sharing at the school. Article
The Canadian Library Associa-

tion Votes to Dissolve—The
Digital Shift by Roy Tennant
(released 1/27/2016) - As reported in this tweet, if not elsewhere, the Canadian Library
Association has voted to dissolve. As astonishing as it is to write
that sentence, this has actually been
a long time coming. As long as a year
ago a process was put in place that
led to this moment. Article
At Englewood ‘Barbershop at the
Library,’ kids Get Haircuts, Peace
of Mind—DNAinfo by Andrea Watson (Released 1/27/2016) - For many
young people in the area, the west
Englewood Library is a second home,
a safe haven from the violence that
plagues their neighborhoods. And, in
a unique program, the library offers
hair cuts, too, as well as a place for
area young people to freely speak
their mind.
Once a month, a group of boys and
young men, age 12 to 19, gather in a
room used for special events for an
effort dubbed “Barbershop at the Library.” In addition to free cuts, the
youngsters find a barbershop atmosphere where they are able to talk
about what’s going on in their lives.
Article
New York Public Library Invites a
Deep Digital Dive—The New York
Times by Jennifer Schuessler
(Released 1/6/2016) - Mansion Maniac, a whimsical online toy created
by the New York Public Library, may
seem like envy bait for the real-estate
have-nots. With the help of a PacMan-like icon, users can explore the
floor plans of some of the city’s most
extravagant early-20th-century residences, culled from the library’s archives. But the game is what you
might call a marketing teaser for a
major redistribution of property, digitally speaking: the release of more
than 180,000 photographs, postcards,
maps and other public-domain items
from the library’s special collections
in downloadable high-resolution files.
Article
Tiny Mobile Libraries Revitalize a
Corner of Seoul—Visual News by
Benjamin Star (Released 1/17/2016) -

There are a few things that
make you slow down better
than a good book. Perhaps
that’s why the Seoul Innovation Park and the City of Seoul
chose them as one key part of
an initiative to revitalize an unlove
site previously occupied by the ministry of food and drug safety. The
Mobile Library project sees four
miniature library pop-ups designed
by Korean studio Spacetong
(Archworkshop)… Article
Alaska State Shortfall Threaten
Hybrid Public/Academic Library—Library Journal by Bob
Warburton (Released 1/26/2016) Faced with a massive budget cut
expected to take effect this summer,
Kuskokwim Consortium Library
(KCL) Director Cheri Boisvert Janz
is brainstorming ways to maintain
services in this remote western
Alaskan town of Bethel, a community she said needs its library for a
lot more than borrowing books or
DVDs. A town of about 6,000
perched on the Kuskokwim River,
Bethel is located about 400 miles
west of Anchorage, the hub city of
the Yukon-Kuskokwim Delta. Its
library serves a population of about
26,000 spread out over territory
roughly “the size of Oregon,” Janz
said. KCL’s shelves are stocked
with 36,042 volumes, according to
libraries.org. The library circulates
more than 11,000 items per year,
with about 7,500 computer users,
Janz said. Recently, the facility
gained access to ebooks. Article
Wisconsin Appeals Court Upholds University Library Porn
Citation—Library Journal by Gary
Price (Filed 1/27/2016) - An Eau
Claire man didn’t have a constitutional right to view pornography on
a university library computer, a
state appeals court ruled Tuesday.
Article
Vandalism causes $9,000 of
damage to Yuma [AZ] library’s
windows—Post Bulletin (Released
2/1/2016) - Police say officers responding to an alarm early Monday
morning found 15 windows damaged with small holes… Article
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Training Control
Center

Article Submitted by MaryLei Barclay

April is National Car Care
Month—Gale Cengage Learning February 24, 2:00pm EST—Chilton has
set the standard in auto repair knowhow for 100+ years. Join
the car care experts for a
timely and informative
webinar: See a demo of
the ChiltonLibrary features that are
most popular with your patrons;
learn about recent product enhancements such as a mobile optimization
and ReadSpeaker text-to-speech technology, and the addition of content
from Ford and Chrysler; Preview our
National Car Care Month Promo
Toolkit—and see how you can promote trusted Chilton content with
Facebook and Twitter posts, posters,
and flyers, bookmarks, and much
more! Don’t miss a great opportunity
to learn more about ChiltonLibrary
and receive your FREE toolkit packed
with professional marketing materials to help you spotlight your library’s
automation resources. Register
How to Plan and Implement a
Storytime for Grown Ups—State
Library Services March 3, 12:30pm4:30pm at Roseville Library (1280
North Hamline Ave.) - Registration
free, but limited to 30—Join Joe
Manion, Library Development and
Service Specialist with State Library
Services, and Tim Claussen, Reader
and Trainer, to learn how to create
and deliver a storytime program designed for individuals living in senior
residences (apartments, assisted living, care facilities, etc.). Participants
are encourage to complete some simple pre-work, which is optional. To
help maximize your
training time, come with
possible storytime
theme (or two) that would appeal to
senior residents in your library’s service area. As inspiration strikes, add
authors and story/excerpt selections
that fit your theme to start fleshing
out your storytime program. Bring
two copies of one, lengthy paragraph
(or similar-sized section) from a selec-

tion you have chosen. Depending on
time, we will use the examples to
practice delivery and stimulate
brainstorming. Register
Maker Workshop—School Library
Journal 4-week Online Course
starts March 9 fee $215 (Save 10%
with Promo Code LTCASLSUB)
- Back by popular demand—with all
new content—this 4-week online
course, will put you up close with
innovative experts spanning school,
public, and academic settings and
beyond to discuss up-to-the-minute
topics and tools fueling innovation
and supporting learning and community engagement. Course sessions will explore multiple technologies, digital making, STEAM, web
literacy, and so much more. Register
Romancing the Book Club—
NoveList February 10, 2:00pm
EST—Romance readers are among
libraries’ greatest patrons, but the
romance genre is often overlooked
as a choice for book clubs. Join
NoveList’s Lisa Schimmer and
former Romance Writers of
America Librarians of the year
Jennifer Lohmann and Wendy
Crutcher as they discuss why romance specific book clubs are a
great way to engage the local romance reading community, how to
use them to bring readers into the
library, and different methods of
running a reading group dedicated
to romance. Register
Remember the Ladies: Education—Minitex February 17, 1:00pm
Central—Join us for the first webinar in our Remember the Ladies
series! This session focuses on
women and education. Attendees
will develop an understanding of
how to access government information that is rich with factoids about
women and education. Register
Case Studies for Open Science—
Library Journal—February 9,
3:00pm EST—The Open Science
initiative aims to make research
and data accessible to and reusable
by the broadest possible audience
through open publication, open peer

review, and open access. This webcast
will describe and highlight open science trends and activities outside of
libraries, and we’ll hear specific examples of the role librarians and libraries
are playing to help fuel this transition
by improving availability and adoption rates. Register
Session 2: Using Technology to Engage the Reluctant Reader—School
Library Journal February 17, 3:00pm
EST—In this free, resource-rich presentation, you’ll learn how to use
online tools to instill a love of literature in new and reluctant readers.
From virtual book clubs to the creative use of Instagram and Pinterest,
this program will show how students
can find the right book, share it with
their peers, and expand their writing
skills. An expert on the intersection of
technology and literacy. Register
What’s New in Women’s Fiction—
Cisco WebEx February 23, 1:00pm—
Whether it’s fun and fluffy chick lit or
a tense and soapy “issue-driven”
novel, women’s fiction is likely to
be a favorite category with your
patrons. Join representatives from
Amazon Publishing, Harlequin,
Penguin Random House, and
Thorndike Press for this free, hourlong webinar featuring the best new
women’s fiction titles. Register
Do Students Know What They Are
Looking For? - Minitex February 12,
11:30am & March 8, 11:00am—Often
when K-12 students come to AskMN,
Minnesota’s statewide digital reference service, they are looking for help
on a particular assignment. Sometimes students will just copy and
paste the original assignment from
their teacher into the text field of the
chat session. K-12 students are beginner researchers and, as such, need
guidance on building search strategies
and locating authoritative resources.
AskMN Librarians work with students to identify the key concepts from
assignments and show students how
to create search strategies from them.
Register
More Elm Webinars—Click Here
Check out Weekly Webcast Recap
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You need a social
media policy—today
Article Submitted by MaryLei Barclay

NonProfit Times (Released 2/1/2016) Nonprofit leaders are finding that
social media can be a potent force for
mobilizing people, for explaining issue and fundraising, on a limited basis.
What they are
also learning is
that social media can cause sticky
workplace issues,
much as the availability of mobile communication
devices caused problems not so
long ago.
Emily Stumhofer, an
attorney at the Nonprofit
Management Risk Center,
said that it helps for an
organization to have a

What’s So Great
about GVRL+Google?
Article Submitted by MaryLei Barclay

Gale Blog by Kristin Fust (Released
1/29/2016) - “If it isn’t on Google, it
doesn’t exist.” Wikipedia co-founder
Jimmy Wale’s famous quote about
Google rings true for many teachers,
professors and librarians. For years,
educators mourned this trend, judging general website searches too limiting to support comprehensive research. But those concerns dissipate
when quality content becomes acces-

The loss of libraries is
another surefire way to
entrench inequality
Article Submitted by MaryLei Barclay

The Guardian by Mary O’Hara
(Released 1/27/2016) - As someone
who grew up in a home without
books, no spare cash to buy them and
no tradition of reading bedtime stories, my local library was something
unique and indispensable. It’s hard to
think of anything that brought me
more joy as a primary school-aged

policy for social media, but that such a
policy must be
thought out beforehand. She offered
seven considerations before
drawing up a social media policy.
 Consider the strategy. What are
the goals for using social media
in the organization?

 Examine the culture

of the organization.
That includes thinking
about how employees
and volunteers
will respond to a policy.

 Look back at how the
organization has used social media in the past.
Review prior successes
and failures.

 Decide whether a social me-

dia committee, which would
regularly review the organi-

sible through Google. It’s a case of
moving the proverbial mountain to
Mohammed—putting authoritative
content into the workflow of information seekers.
With Gale’s new partnership with
Google, we’ve moved the popular
GVRL eBook collection into user
workflows—expanding access and
enhancing resources for library users. The agreement makes it easier
for people to find and use relevant,
authoritative information.
The relationship with Google for
Education has two immediate benechild than walking back from Falls
Road Library in west Belfast with a
bundle of books.
Having a library within walking
distance of home was a way for a
young girl from a poor background
to access the same breadth of reading material as anyone else—at no
expense. It stripped away at least
some of the disadvantage that came
with being from a low-income family. So every time I hear of another
library closure—and there were

zation’s social media operations and modify them when
necessary is appropriate.

 Assess which
social media platforms will be utilized. Decide which
processes will be used to determine the addition of new platforms or discontinuing old ones.
 Determine who will have access to social media passwords
and login information.

 Plan how content will be checked
for accuracy and usability prior
to posting and who
will be responsible.
Think of how
content that
raises concerns
will be handled.
Article

fits for users that will simplify their
access to the GVRL content you provide your patrons:

 Seamless user login, allowing users
to sign in to their library’s GVRL
resources using their Google account credentials (including Gmail)

 Integrated Google tools, so users

can easily share and download articles with such tools as Drive and
Docs.

A free application is now available to
support patrons who want to access
your GVRL collection. Article
more that 100 last year alone in Scotland, Wales and England, according
to official figures—it hits a nerve. The
loss of libraries is simply another
surefire way to entrench inequality.
From providing books for people of all
ages and backgrounds, to kids clubs
and hubs for older people, to computer terminals that those with no
access to the internet can use to find
job vacancies, libraries are about as
democratic and diverse as is possible
to imagine. When properly funded
and resourced… Article
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APPLY for
Greatness
Info Submitted by MaryLei Barclay

Dollar General—Summer Reading
Grants & Youth Literacy Grants—
Summer Reading Grants deadline
February 25. They provide funding
to local nonprofit organizations and
libraries to help with the implementation or expansion of summer reading programs. Programs must target
Pre-K through 12th grade students
who are below grade level readers or
readers with learning disabilities.
Youth Literacy Grants deadline
May 19. They provide funding to
schools, public libraries, nonprofit
organizations to help students who
are below grade level experiencing
difficulty reading. Apply
Better World Books—The needs and
opportunities of the communities libraries serve vary widely and there

Global Issues, Local
Impact: Diving Into the
IFLA Annual Report
Article Submitted by MaryLei Barclay

Public Libraries Online by Victoria
Collie (Released 1/28/2016) - In our
day-to-day work, it can sometimes be
difficult to look outside of our own
communities to see what libraries are
doing at a national or even a state
level. It can be even harder to consider how libraries operate internationally, especially if we haven’t
worked in or visited libraries in other

The American Library
Association is Reissuing
David Bowie’s Iconic
‘READ’ Poster
Article Submitted by MaryLei Barclay

Mental Floss by Anna Green
(Released 2/2/2016) - In honor of
David Bowie, the American Library
Association is re-releasing their classic 1987 poster of the musician who,
in addition to being a beloved artist
and actor, was also an avid reader.

are countless worthy projects to
support. This grant process is intended to solicit a wide range of applications that reflect this diversity.
Apply
Search for Essential Nutrients—
Nutrients for Life Foundation &
Discovery Education, From the
Ground Up—This is a multiyear
engagement program that offers
middle school students, educators,
and families nationwide a comprehensive suite of digital resources
designed to deepen understanding
of the importance of soil science and
nutrients in today’s agricultural
practices. New this year, the program’s Let It Grow Contest will
award six middle schools across the
country with agricultural grants
and other classroom prizes. It is
open to educators and community
adults nationwide. Entrants are
encouraged to visit the website to
unlock the contest application by

answering five soil-related questions,
and to vote daily for a middle school
of their choice. More info
Supplement Your Stretched
Budget—GetEd Funding is a free
website sponsored by CDW-G to help
educators and institutions find the
funds they need in order to supplement their already stretched budgets. Website
Sara Jaffarian School Library
Program Award—Calling all K-8
school librarians: if your library held
humanities programming for your
students in 2015-2016, you could win
$5,000 with ALA’s Sara Jaffarian
School Library Program Award for
Exemplary Humanities Programming. Nominations must be received
by May 6, 2016. Programs that are
still in progress as of the award deadline are eligible, and libraries are
encouraged to self-nominate.
Apply

countries. The International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions (IFLA) serves as the voice
of libraries in the international community and can give you a broader
scope of the issues and interests of
libraries globally.

strengthening the library and information field and positioning libraries as a force for change.” The report presents IFLA’s four Key Initiatives for 2013-2014 and describes
how the organization worked on
them over the past year.

At the end of 2015, IFLA released its
Annual Report 2014, a good tool to
get a look at the organization’s accomplishments, alliances, and
strategies. It also provides an overview of global libraries’ most pressing issues and how other governing
organizations view libraries. IFLA’s
2010-15 strategic plan “focused

Key Initiative 1: Driving Access to
Content and Digital Resources;
Key Initiative 2: International
Librarian Leadership Development;
Key Initiative 3: Advocacy and
Advancement of the Librarians and
Information Sector; and Key Initiative 4: Cultural Heritage. Article

The iconic poster features Bowie in a
letterman jacket leaping through the
air while reading Fyodor
Dostoyevsky’s The Idiot—and looking more like a clean-cut 1950s teenager than a 40-year-old rock star.
The poster adorned the walls of
school libraries in the ‘80s and ‘90s
and was one of the first in the ALA’s
READ campaign, which has promoted literature since 1985.

in a range of fields posing with their
favorite books. While many of the
book choices have been unsurprising (like Orlando Bloom reading
The Lord of the Rings), others have
provided fascinating insights into
the literary preferences of celebrities. Who, for example, would guess
that Stephen Hawking would
choose a biography of Marilyn Monroe, that Nicolas Cage would favor
Siddhartha, or that Steve Martin
would go for Mathematical Themes?
Bowie’s interest in… Article

Over the last three decades, the
READ series has depicted celebrities
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It’s a LEGACY
Thing
By Alexis Leitgeb

Free event tickets to Denny Diamond: A Tribute to Neil Diamond
at the Hibbing High School Auditorium, Sunday, March 20 at 3:00 p.m.
The operatically trained, guitarplaying Denny “Diamond” Svehla and
his two sons, Lucas (guitar, vocals)
and Spenser (drums, bass, and vocals), make up a touring Neil Diamond tribute act.
Using Neil Diamond’s catalog as a
foundation, Denny Diamond and the
Jewels also tackles classics by everyone from Elvis and Johnny Cash to
Glen Campbell, Buddy Holly and
Ricky Nelson.
Diamond became a sensation after he
appeared on the Dick Clark produced
“Your Big Break” TV show-and after

While Here in
Minnesota
Articles Submitted by MaryLei Barclay

We’re Hiring! Position Open at
the Minnesota Braille and Talking Book Library—We’re excited to
announce that the Minnesota Braille
and Talking Book Library is now hiring an Audio Visual Education Specialist. Based in Faribault, this new
position will run the library’s volunteer-driven recording program, creating digital audio recordings for library patrons. Applications will be

Faster Broadband
Suggested as Some Rural
Areas Remain Behind
Article Submitted by MaryLei Barclay

Grand Rapids Herald by Don Davis
(Released 2/5/2016) - A Minnesota
broadband task force recommends
increasing state internet speed guidelines even as many rural Minnesotans lack service at current, slower
standards. A governor-appointed
broadband task force suggests the
state Legislature increase high-speed

some years performing regularly in
Music City, launched a road career
that has annually averaged performing in 200 club, opera houses,
cabarets, and small theaters across
the U.S.
Pick up your tickets at the public
libraries in these communities:
Aurora, Buhl, Calumet, Chisholm,
Cloquet, Coleraine, Eveleth, Gilbert, Grand Rapids, Hibbing, Hoyt
Lakes, Keewatin, Mt. Iron, Silver
Bay, and Virginia. At the last minute, free tickets may still be available at the Hibbing Public Library.
“The Spirit Sings” a program of
African American music as it transformed from slave songs to jazz featuring the music of OboeBass! The
duo of Rolf Erdahl, double bass and
Carrie Vecchione running March 21–
April 20 at various locations. As the
world’s only professional oboe/bass
duo, Erdahl and Vecchione have
had a unique career focused on
accepted through February 16.
To access job posting and apply
online visit Minnesota Online
Job Application website and
search for job opening ID #2799.
For more information please contact
Catherine Durivage at 507-384-6860
or email
U of M Libraries get Award of
Excellence from GLBT Library
Group—MinnPost by Joe Kimball
(Released 1/22/2016) - The University of Minnesota’s Jean-Nicklaus
Tretter Collection in Gay, Lesbian,
Bisexual, and Transgender Studies
has received an award from the
Internet goals by 2022, which could
double some speed standards, while
increasing them more than four-fold
by 2026. The new speeds would jive
with what the Federal Communications Commission considers highspeed service.
The panel also recommended that
the state up its spending to expand
broadband into more rural areas to
$200 million, twice what Democratic
Gov. Mark Dayton recommended
last month. Most urban and subur-

reaching, involving, and educating
people through the creative power of
music. Their repertoire is virtuosic,
demanding, and accessible, with folksong, jazz, tango, and literary inspirations. They make contemporary
chamber music comprehensible,
meaningful, engaging, and inspiring
for their audiences.
Vecchione and Erdahl are both classically trained musicians with doctorates in music performance and extensive performing and teaching experience. Their series of original programs blend storytelling, performance, and children’s literature about
music to bring basic musical concepts
and history to life. As we pass on the
traditions of the past, we help people
be part of what is to come in the ongoing, wildly rollicking, and
ever relevant history of classical music.
Legacy Calendar
American Library Association
for serving the GLBT community. Article
New Content Added to Learning Express Library—Minitex by
Jennifer Hootman (Released
1/11/2016) - We are pleased to announce that new resources will be
added to LearningExpress Library
in the first quarter of 2016. Here
are the highlights: Test Prep for the
New 2016 SAT Test, New ACT®
and AP Practice Tests, New Career
Center Resources, New School Center Resource, New eBooks, and
MARC Records… Article
ban Minnesotans have access to
high-speed internet, but many in
rural areas do not. Lt. Gov. Tina
Smith said that having the Internet
“isn’t just nice, it’s necessary if we
want Minnesota’s economy to work
for everyone. If we don’t do this,
244,000 Minnesotans and hundreds
of communities will lack the basic
infrastructure to connect to the 21st
century economy, and that’s not
fair,” Smith said. (See broadband
availability image on page 14.)
Article
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Crossword Answers

MaryLei’s Links Limited on Typing



Snope’s Field Guide to Fake News Sites and Hoax Purveyors



Links to a Growing List of Library Coloring Books as
“Color Our Collections Week” Begins



What a Million Syllabuses Can Teach Us



8 Things Invented by Famous Writers



Hi, I’m a digital junkie, and I suffer from infomania



Color Our Collections (DPLA)



Mega List of Children’s Books for Black History Month



6 Active Learning Space Your Library Should Have



Reading Aloud



User-Experience Quiz—Test Your Usability Knowledge



TED Talks About Libraries and Librarians





The Story of Wikipedia and Libraries is Being Rewritten Around the World This Week with #1Lib1Ref

Middle School Maker Journey: Top 20 Technologies and
Tools



20 Great Websites to E-Learn About Black History



A Brief History of Books That Do Not Exist





Leech, tick and other state symbols Minnesota rejected

47 English and Social Studies Guides for Black History
Month



‘Is OverDrive destroying public libraries?’



Figuring out the future of library jobs



What People are Wondering About Your State, According to Google

